ACROSS
5. Change the u to an e in butter.
7. orange vegetable
8. He was working on the jigsaw __.
12. She left the water __.
13. putting food over a fire
15. Change the y to en in happy.
16. The milk ___ on the floor.
18. main ingredient in many salads
19. You might eat a straw___.

DOWN
1. quickest
2. unscramble: ylalre
3. water coming out of a faucet slowly
4. add m to the beginning of ice
6. You do this to a basketball.
9. unscramble: nicse
10. a short trip
11. unscramble: lessun
12. Tires are usually made of this.
14. a group of newborn puppies or kittens
15. People who smile are usually __.
17. antonym for neat
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